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4AG to the free energy barrier are small and can be estimated from infra-red
sp ctroscopy combined with crystallographic data. The solvent dependence of
the rate constants for (C H5 C6H5 ) 2 Cr(I)/(O) self xchange was found to be
in reasonable agreement with the predictions of the dielectric continuum
model. Frequency factors were derived from the expe imental rate constants
coupled with the estimates of AGCn and values of the t r-shell contribution
AGout obtained by using the dielectric continuum model. These were found to
be somewhat (ca. 5-20 fold) larger than the corresponding frequency factors
derived from the experimental activation enthalpies comb ned with the dielectric
continuum estimates of the activation entropies. These iexperimental*
frequency factors are compared with the estimates obtained from the Vreactive
collisions and the Vion-pair pre-equilibrium" models. The majority of the
experimental frequency factors were found to be numerically closer to the
predictions of the former model. owever, the experimental values were found
to decrease -substantially with tf addition of substituents on the arene ring,

indicating the importance of steri• effects. It is suggested that the discrepancies

between the experimental results an' the predictions of the pre-equilibritm
model observed for these and other ystems may be due to a combination of
steric and nonadiabatic effects.
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Introduction

Outer-sphere electron exchange reactions constitute an especially interesting

class of chemical reactions in solution in that it is anticipated that quantita-

tive theoretical descriptions of the reaction dynamics can be provided in many

cases. Theoretical treatments of varying levels of complexity (and usefulness)

"have been developed that allow detailed insight into the physical processes

1
involved. Some recent treatments outline a useful framework within which

various aspects of the theories may be tested by comparison with experimental

2-4
data.

One question that has arisen is the choice of the frequency factor for outer-

sphere reactions. Two alternative models have been proposed. The "reactiveTTwo

collision" model considers that electron transfer occurs upon collision between

appropriately energetic reactants, leading to the formulation

k Kr Z[exp(-w/RT)exp(-AG*/RT)] (I)
n

where k is the observed (second-order) rate constant for electron exchange, K is

the electronic transmission coefficient, r is a nuclear tunneling factor, Z isn$

the collision frequency, w is the work required to form the collision complex

from the separated reactants, and AG* is the free energy of activation for the |

eZementary electron-transfer step. 2' 3 The alternative "pre-equilibrium" model

considers that reaction occurs by activation within a previously formed bimolecu-

lar assembly.•2, This leads to the expression

k K ,r Kov [exp(-w/RT)exp(-AG*/RT)] (2)
npp

where K* is the equilibrium constant for formation of the "precursor complex"
p

in the absence of work terms (i.e. when w 0), v is the frequency factor for
p

activation within the precursor complex, and the other terms have the same I!
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significance as in Eqn. (1). These two formulations therefore differ in the

overall preexponential factor in that the "classical" frequency factor A equals

the collision frequency Z in Eqn. (1), but is replaced by the composite term

K~v in Eqn. (2). Although the collision formulation is most commonly employed
p p

for bimolecular solution reac'ions including electron transfer processes, the pre-

equilibrium model may provide a more appropriate description of outer-sphere

electron transfer when the reaction is expected to take place via electron tunneling

between weakly interacting species.

Comparisons between the predictions of Eqns. (1) and (2) with experimental ,

data can be made by obtaining estimates of the frequency factor A in two ways.

First, the observed rate constant at a given temperature can be combined with

theoretical values of AG*, w, K, and r to yield estimates of A [method (a)].
n

Second, the Arrhenius activation energyE derived from the obscrved temperature
a

dependence of k can be corrected for the temperature dependences of K, rn, and A

to yield an "experimental value" of the enthalpic component of AG*, AH*. Values

of A can then be found by combining this value of AH* and a value of k at a
a

given temperature with theoretical estimates of AS*, w, K, and r [Method (b)].
n

Since both methods depend critically upon the assumed values of AG* or AS*,

w, K, and ri. it is clearly important to select systems for which these parametersn'

can be estimated with confidence. Suitable redox couples will therefore be those

for which the structural differences between the oxidized and the reduced form

are known, and preferably small, so that the inner-shell contribution to AG*

can be calculated and rn will be close to unity. Additionally, it is desirablen

that the reactants be spherical, or nearly so, and the product of the reactant

charges be small, so that the work term, w, is small and the outer-shell (solvent)

contribution to AG* is most likely to cenform to the prediction of the conventional

dielectric continuum model.

- --- , ' Z -- "
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Several tests of Eqns. (1) and (2) have recently been made. Brown and Sutin2

studied the self exchange of Ru(III)/(II) couples containing polypyridine and/or

ammine ligands in aqueous solution. Better agreement between the experimental

rate constants and activation parameters was obtained by using the reactive

- collision rather than the preequilibrium formulation. Similar findings were

reported by Meyer et al in a study of electron exchange of

+/0I 5[Ru 3 O(CH3 CO2 ) 6 (py) 3 ]'° in dichloromethane. Systems of this latter type,

where one form of the redox couple is uncharged, have the important advantage

that the electrostatic-work required to form the encounter complex should be

essentially zero.

We have recently reported rate constants and activation parameters for the

self exchange of various bis(n6 -arene)Cr +/ couples, Cr(C 6 H5 X)2 +/, where

X - -H, -CH3 , -OCH 3, -C 6H5 , -COOC 245, or -Cl, in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), by
using the ESR line-broadening technique. 6 The self exchange of Cr(C 6H5 .C6 H5) 2+/°

was additionally studied in six other solvents. These reactants provide especially

suitable systems with which to test models of outer-sphere electron transfer.

Besides the likely absence of electrostatic work terms, they have tha advantage

that the inner-shell components AG* are small and can be calculated from
in

appropriate structural data. The comparison of rate constants and activation

parameters for such a series of redox couples with various ring substituents

i can therefore provide a means of exploring the influence of reactant asymmetry

on the frequency factors for electron exchange. Such comparisons between the

experimental rate parameters and the predictions of Eqns. (1) and (2) are

given in the preeent report.I I

Ii



The synExperimentalh Sesioon

The synthesis of all bis(n6-arene) chromium compounds were described in

Ref. 6. Infrared spectra were obtained by means of a Perkin-Elmer 457 spectro-

meter, by using either KBr pellets or Nujol mulls at room temperature. The reported

IR frequencies are accurate to ±0.5 cm . The Nujol mulls of the air sensitive

Cr(O) complexes were prepared in an argon-filled dry box and the spectra were

measured in an argon atmosphere.

Results and Discussion

Reorgganization Energies [
The contribution to AG* arising from inner-shell reorganization, AOG*(T), for

each self-exchange reaction was calculated by means of the expression7

2nf f ia 2 k T 0 1

AG*n(T) - (3)01 "
(foYl+flyo)

In Eqn. (3), fo and fl are the force constants for the metal,.arene bonds in the

Cr* and CrI oxidation states, Aa is the difference in the corresponding equilibrium

bond distances, n is the number of metal-ligand bonds involved and

Yi 3 hvI coth(hvt/4kBT), where v are the observed Cr-arene stretching frequencies

for the oxidation state i. [Equation (3) takes into account the

nuclear tunneling factor r at a given temperature; thus AG*n(T) is related to

enrg by ii
the classical inner-shell reorganization energy AGn by AG*n(T) - AGn - RTlnr. 4

However, r is close to unity (1.0 - 1.2) for the present systems.] The normaln

vibrations of Cr(C 6 H6 ) 2 and Cr(C 6 H6 ) 2 + have been assigned to be of D -ymmetry

8I
from the infrared spectra, so that n can be set equal to two. The force constants

f0 and fl in Eqn. (3) refer to the symmetrical stretching vibration of the two

arene rings with respect to the chromium atom. The frequencies of these symmetrical

vibrations, v0 and vl, have been determined for the Cr(C 6 1I6)2/° couple to be aboutt

270 cml and 279 cm ,respectively, 8c allowing the force constants to be determined

7C 77 -, W77,-_



from f 5.89X10 Vmy wheremyinthe mas: of one arene ring. Values of 0

1 and v for the other arenes studied here are unavailable. However, they are

unlikely to be greatly different then for Cr(CH) thusthe asymmetrical

Y-Cr-Y stretching frequencies v and are within 5-10 cm 1 for all the

Cr(I)- and Cr(O) arenas (Table I). The values of fo and fl were therefore
-1 -1

estimated assuming that v0 a 270 cm and v1 = 279 cm

The value of Aa is 0.07 A for the Cr(C H )+/o couple as found from X-ray

crystallographic data.9 For the other Cr(I)/(O) couples, estimates were obtained

from the corresponding difference in infrared stretching frequencies by assuming
tht• (•-a. fa a

that a f ), where fo and fa are the force constants for the asymmetric

vibrations obtained from v and v using the formula

fa . .8 x 10 - a2 r G a( )2 2] whre i
a 9 O- a crmy /(mCr+2my)], where mcr is the mass of the chromium

atom. 8a c The required proportionality constant was determined from the

experimental data for Cr(C6 H 6)2/ Justification for this procedures is

available for metallocenes. 1 0  The estimates of AG* (T) resulting from inserting

the appropriate values of fo, f, and Aa into Eqn. (3) are given in Table I.

It is seen that the values of AG* (T) are mostly below 1-1.5 kcal-mol 1 ,
in

indicating that inner-shell reorganization provides only a small contribution

Z' to the electron-transfer barrier. This is expected since the orbital into

which the electror, is transferred, alg having dz 2 synmetry, is essentially

11
nonbonding so that it may contain one or two electrons [as in Cr(I) and

Cr(O), respectively] with little chaige in the metal-arene bonding.

The other contribution to AG* is provided by the "outer-shell" reorganization

energy of the surrounding solvent AG*u. This component was calculated by usingout

the dielectric continuum expression1 2

A* e2 1+ -1(4

1 2 op s

iA

'--••_ ... - II . .. _!I _ [ .... . I I i i IIII I .. . m lllNow'



6

where D and D are the optical and static dielectriL constants, respectively,
op a

a1 and a2 are the radii of the two (spherical) reactants, r is the distance

between the two reacting centers in the activated state, and a is the electronic

charge. For the reactions considered here, it is reasonable to assume that

approximately r - 2a1 = 2a2 so that Eqn. (4) 1teduces to

2 (AG* -t-( -V (5)
op s

The values of r for each reaction were calculated by assuming that the transition

state is formed with the two reactants placed "side-by-side" (i.e. with the arene

6rings lying in the sAme plane), by using the reported bond distances and
9,13

van der Waals radii. 9 ' 13  These estimates of r and the resulting values of
AG* obtained from Eqn. (4) by usJng known values of D and D are given

out op a

in Table I (see footnotes for data sources). Also listed in Table I are
the calculated values of AG*, AG*a, obtained for each reaction from the

sum of the corresponding val'ies of A•• and AG*t.

In addition to the free energic• of reorganizatioti, it is also necessary to

calculate values of the enthalvic and entropic components of AG*, AH* and AS*,

respectively. The outer-shell component of AS*, AS*ut, was determined from the

temperature derivative of AG*

dAG* 2 dD dDout e opar 1 s
out dT ( W 4r 2 dT 2 dT

D Dop s

The inner-ghell component of AS*, AS*n, was calculated from the temperature

derivative of &G*n(1) [Eqn. (3)], thereby taking into account the (small) temper-

dependence of r .4 The resulting values of AS* (-0.3 to -0.6 e.u.) were thenn in

summed with the corresponding estimates of AS* to yield the calculated
out

aý:tlvation entropies AS* listed in Table I.
('l c

WUU~~~rJ
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F As noted in the Introduction, teats of the applicability of Eqns. (1) or (2)

to describe the experimental kinetics parameters can be made either by combining

the experimental rate constant at agiven temperature with a theoretical estimate of £6C*

[method (a)], or by employing both the rate constant and its temperature derivative

along with a theoretical estimate of AS* [method (b)). The resulting "experimental"

frequency factors can be compared with the values of Z and K'v calculated by using

various models. Alternatively,. the calculated f requency f actors can be combined with the

L ~observed rate constant and activation parameters to yield "experimental" values of tAG* and

pAS* which can be compared with the corresponding theoretical estimates. Clearly,

the reliability with which a given model for calculating frequency factors can be

tested depends sensitively on the accuracy with which t&G* or AS* can be calculated,

and vice versa. However, the experimental enthalpies of activation AH* obtained

from the temperature dependence of the rate constants are insensitive to the

particular model employed for the frequency factor. Therefore the comparisonV

between the experimental and calculated values of AH* provides a useful independent

test of the likely validity of such theoretical reorganization parameters.

Table II contains a comparison of experimental and calculated values of AH*

for the-various Cr(I)/(O) self-exchange reactions in DMSO. Two "experimental"

'Values of AH*'are listed for each reaction. The first type, labelled AH* , are
pe

eq~ual to the Arrhenius activation energy,E5 a R alnk/a(l/T); these values are

consistent with the preequilibrium formulation since the preexponential factor

in~~~ thi moepr Eqn. (2)] is expected to be essentially independent of

temperature. The second type, labelled AH* , are uniformly 0.3 kcal-uiol 1i (- RT/2)

smaller than AHl* ;these correspond to the use of the reactive collision formulationpe

since the collision frequency Z appearing in Eqn. (1) is expected to be proportional2

to T *The calculated values of AH*, labelled AH* in Table II, were obtainedt calc

from the corresponding values of ca c and AS* 1  given in Table I by using

-H AC* + TAS*
ýcalc Calc 'calc*



It is seen that both ANl* and AHe* are uniformly smaller than the
pe rCV • corresponding values of AH*aic by amounts varying from ca. 0.5 - 2 kcal'mol

Since the estimates of AH* are likely to be correct within at least ca.
in

S0.5 kcalemol it seems likely that these discrepancies are due chiefly to

theoretical estilates of the outur-shell component AH* that are somewhat
Out

too large.

Nonetheless, assuming for the moment that the theoretical reorganization

parameters AC* or AS* , given in Table I are correct, these quantities canCalc caic
14be combined with the experimental rate constants k given in Table IT to yield

"experimental" estimates of the frequency factors A and A by using the

relations

k " A exp(-AG* /RT) ( 7a)

a Cale

or

k - Abexp(-&H*/RT) exp(AS*alc/R) (7b)

where An* in Eqn. (7b) is obtained from the experimental Arrhenius slope (most

simply by assuming that Ab is independent of temperature, i.e. AH* - AH*e). The

ppe. ~ fctresutn v andeo Aca and A.0 are listed in Table III, along with the frequency

factors A c and Arc calculated from the conventional forms of the preequili-S.....Cale cal

briumi and reactive collision models given by Eqns. (8) and (9), respectively: 2 , 3

A peC 1 K~exp(-w/RT)
calc pp

= • in i) ~- exp(-w/RT) (8)
cAic 3000

Arc " Z exp(-w/RT)
ca lc

(N/IO3) [8rk B T(m1 + m2 )/mlm2] r *,xp(-w/RT) (9)

where N is Avogadro's number, m1 and m2 are the masses of the two reactants, w is

~2



"+the electrostatic work required to form the collision complex from the separated

reactants, and v ( ) is the effective frequency of the inner-shell motion

..(metal-lgand vibration); this was obtined from the symmetrical stretching

4"+.,_frequencies v0 and v1 (270 and 279 cm repciel)uig

V C[2v Vl/(V0 + vp)]9  where C is the velocity of light. Since one of the

reactants is uncharged, it is assumed that w- 0.

Inspection of Table III reveals that the "experimental" frequency factors

A are, in the majority ef cases, close to (within a factor of two of) the values [ýa

of Ac although ca. 5-20 fold smaller than AP:lc. The frequency factorscalc, C b

derived from the experimental rate constants and the activation energies along

with AS* [Eqn. (7b)] are seen to be significantly smaller, ca. 1/20 ofcalc
the corresponding values of A (Table III). These latter discrepancies result

a
from the differences between the experimental and calculated values of AH* F

(Table II), since the determination of A utilizes AG c whereas the determina-

tion of Ab employs only the entropic component AS•a1  [Eqns. (7a) and (7b)]. On

the basis of the present evidence, it is difficult to decide whether A or Ab

more closely approximates the true frequency factors; clearly the choice depends 2

upon whether AG• or AS* are considered more reliable. It has been suggested

that the activation entropy AS* can be taken as zero for self-exchange reactions
since AS* f 0 and AS* is also predicted to be approximately zero from the

in out
dielectric continuum model. If indeed AS* f 0, then the smaller frequency factors

will be approximately correct. However, since the experimental activation

enthalpies are smaller than the calculated values, it is likely that

there would be a corresponding discrepancy between the actual and calculated

activation entropies via a "compensation effect", so that AS*CAS* a For

Sexample, the effect could arise from an increase in specific solvent polarization

,4 required to form the transition-state from the separated reactants, yielding an

unexpected negative contribution to both AH* and AS*. Consequently, the actual

!• . .. . - + +,___ .,'r . .. . .. . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . .. . .... . ... .... ... • 2 2 • 2 ": • : • -- -- ---



F frequency factors may well be larger than A, and clr'e to A The latter corresponds

to the situation in which the discrepancies between the actual and calculated 1

enthalpic and entropic components of AG* cancel, so that the actual free

energies of activation approximately equal AG*a.

The comparison between the predictions of the preequilibrium and collision

, models and the experimental kinetic parameters can equivalently be presented in

terms of reorganization energies. Table IV contains values of free energies

of activation AG* and AG* obtained from the observed rate constants by using
pe rc

frequency factors calculated from the preequilibrium and collisions models,

respect'ively [Eqns. (8) and (9)]. Listed alongside are the theoretical estimates

AG* from Table I. It is seen that the corresponding values of GAG* and AG*

for most of the reactions agree closely (within 0.3 kcal-m ), parelleling

rc
agreement between A and A whereas the corresponding values of AG* are

a calc pe

significantly (1.5-2 kcal-mol-) larger. Similar results have been obtained

previously for several other outer-sphere self-exchange reactions.2-5 Table IV

also contains estimates of activation entropies AS* and AS* by combining thepe rc

observed rate constants and activation energies along with Ape and A It is
calc calc

seen that the values of AS* are uniformly 3-6 e.u. more negative than AS* which
rc calc' hc

follows since Ab <Aa, Acalc (Table III). The values of AS*(- to -13 e.u. C

. seem unreasonably negative; a large increase in the extent of solvent ordering

in the transition state compared to that for the separated reactants seems

unlikely for the present systems. Consequently, it appears that the values of

SArc listed in Table III are too large.: ' calc

Another method of estimating the frequency factor involves monitoring the

iate constant for a given exchange reaction in several solvents. Since we can

write

k A expf-(AG* + AG* )/RT] (10)
in Out (0

if AG*t is given b) the dielectric continuum model [Eqn. (5)], then

, Out



4 1 e
log k log A AG*/2.303RT. 1

in 2.303 x 4rRT D (11)op s

Therefore, a plot of log k versus (l/D - I/Ds) should allow A to be obtained
op s

from the intercept, and r from the slope. Such a plot is shown for the
• •~/o -

Cr(C 6 H5 .C 6 H5 ) self-exchange readtion in seven solvents in Figure 1. The rate

data are taken from Ref. 6, and were corrected for the effects of diffusion

in the conventional manner by using k k- k- where k is the measured
app diff' app

(apparent)rate constant, and k diff = 8RT/3000q, where n is the solvent viscosity.

(This correction turned out to be small, yet significant in several solvents.)

The values of k are also listed in Table V.

It is seen that the variation of k among most of the solvents studied is

approximately in accord with Eqn. (1), suggesting that the dielectric continuum

model provides a reasonable description of the solvent influence upon AG*. The

straight line drawn through the points has a slope of 3.9 and a y-intercept of

10.1. The resulting value of r, 15.5 A, is roughly comparable to the value, 11.6 A

(Table I), deduced from the reactant structure by assuming a side-by-side configuration

in the transition state. Assuming that AG* = 1.3 kcal-mol (Table I), a
in

frequency factor A of ca. 9 x 1010 M- sec 1 is obtained. Considering the lengthy

"extrapolation of Fig. 1 necessary to determine A, this value is in reasonable

agreement with Aa A and also Arc but again is markedly smaller than
a b calc'

A (Table III).

Table V also contains values of Aa and Ab, determined for the self exchange

of (C6H5 .C 6 H') 2 Cr(I)/(0) in each solvent, which were obtained from the experimental

data as in Table III. As expected, the values of A are largely independent of
a

the solvent, although the values of Ab do vary somewhat and are 1/3 - 1/15 of those

for A This variation of Ab with the solvent most likely arises from a solvent
a

dependence of the outer-shell entropy term 6S* which is larger than calculated by
out

using the dielectric continuum model. However, it I~s seen from the values of
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7! AH* and LiH* also listed in Table V that the major part of the solvent depen-pe rc

dence pf k arises from variacions in the enthalpic component,-as predicted from

4_1 theory.

Since the collision model yields frequency factors that are in closer

agreement with the experimental results than tare the frequency factors obtained

¶from the simple preequilibrium model, it might be inferred that the former model

provides a more accurate description of the physical events leading to electronI
transfer- i.e., that outer-sphere electron transfer. is coasummated by collision,

between suitability activated reactants rather than by vibronic excitation within

a preformed bimolecular assembly. However, such a conclusion may be unwarranted.

Both A Pel and A" were calculated by assuming that the reactions are adiabatic,cac calc
4 16

i.e. that K = 1. Some recent calculations ' indicate that substantially

nonadiabatic pathways (c -~ 10~ - 102) may predominate even for Fe(1 )+/2

rc
Values Of K below unity for the present system would tend to bring A cacinto

closer agreement with A aand Ab. A related point is that a steric factor

arising from the nonspherical shape of'the reactants should probably be included inj

tHe overall frequency factor. Th~ts contention is supported by the observation that

bohAand Ab fall significantly 'as substituents are added to the arene rings,r

to an extent that is greater for larger substituents (Table III). Thus the

values of both A aand Ab for +/0C self exchange are about fourfold less

+/0 pe rcthan for rCHeethuhtevleofA adA aesity6 62 calc calc esihl
+/0greater for the latter reaction. Even the parent arene reactants Cr(C H6)

are not spherical; reaction may occur preferentially, for example, with the

arene rings in a "side-by-side", rather than "vertically stacked" configura-

than obtained by using the conventional formulas fEqns. (8) and (9)] which

refer to spherical structureless reactants.I

NJ~~~~ ~ --RW--i -".
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2-5Further, the'expression previously used for the precursor "btability

3constant" K - (4Nr /3000) exp(-wRT), appearing in Eqn. (8) may yield incorrectly
p

io large estimates of K and hence Ape This expression refersto the formationp calc isr

of contact pairs between two spherical species. It seems more appropriate to

visualize K as describing the probability that one reactant is present in a
p

given inclusion volume surrounding the other reactant within which electron transfer

can occur. Most simply, the magnitude of this volume can be determined by

K = [4nN(d2- d1)/3000] exp(-w/RT) (12)

where dI is the minimum (contact) distance between the reactants, and d 2 is the

maximum distance over which electron tunneling can effectively occur. If, for

example, d2 - dI 1 A, Eqn. (1) leads to values, of K and hence Ape forp calc

the present systems that are factors of 2-3 smaller than using Eqn. (8). However,

in reality K will continuously decrease as the internuclear-distance increases,
S~19

.. rather than exhibit the discontinuity that is presumed in Eqn. (12).

Substantially (41 10-fold) smaller values of K can also be deduced using this
p

model by taking into account the nonsphericity of the reactants and assuming

that only certain precursor structures, such as a "side-by-side" configuration,

result in electron transfer.

peConsequently the values of Apa. obtained by taking such ateric and tunnelingealc

factors into account could become comparable to the experimental estimates of Aa

an' Ab. Also, the apparently good agreement seen between Arc and A and
caic a

Ab is probably misleading since the inclusion of reasonable steric factors

for the present reactants into the collisional model [Eqn. (9)] would almost
v Arc

certainly yield values of A which are markedly too small.Cal i
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Conclusions

By and large, the experimental kinetics parametors are in reasonable agreement

with the predictions from conventional electron-transfer theory, at least if the

collision model is used to provide estimates of the effective frequency factors.

However, it is interesting to note that-the deviations observed between experiment

and theory are qualitatively similar to those seen previously for other self-

exchange reactions. Thus it has been found that AH* < AH* ar.3 AS* < AS* al
calc caic

for ferricinium/ferrocene in a number of solvents, 2 0 and for Ru(NH3 ) 4 bpy 3 + 2 + in3 4n

2
aqueous media. Most likely, these discrepancies reflect a limitation of the

dielectric continuum model, possibly arising from changes in short-range reactant-

solvent interactions required to form the encounter complex "solvent cage" prior

to electron transfer. The requirement of forming a particular encounter geometry,

with the two reactants essentially, in contact so to maximize the transmission

coefficient, may partly be responsible for the experimental frequency factors

being markedly smaller than those calculated than are obtained using a simple

model involving activation of a precursor complex formed in a prior equilibrium

step. However, the simple collision model appears to have greater practical

utility for outer-sphere processes, at least for the purpose of making numerical

calculations.
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TABLE IT. - Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Fnthalpies of Activa-

tion for the Self-Exchange of bis(n6 -Arene)Cr(I)/Cr(O) in Mi4SO

at 220C.
------Experimental ------ Calculated

a b C d
Arene k H*e AH AH

7 - -lpe -1 rc .jt~c
10- -sec-1 kcal'mo1 kcal.mul kcalmori

C 6.0 4.0 3.7 5.7

C6 H CH3  3.3 4.6 4.3 5.0

C6H5OCH 7.7 3.6 3.3 5.8
6 5 3

(C6 H5 ) 2  23 2.6 2.3 4.2

C6 H5 C00C 2 H5  32 2.3 2.0 4.1

C6 H5 CI1 20 2.9 2.6 4.4

Experimental rate constant, taken from Reference 6.

bObtained from UHpe = Ea, where Ea is the Arrhenius activation energy.

c*
Cobtained from Udrc Ea - 0.5 RT.

* *G Acl
dCalculated enthalpies of activation, obtained from Hcc +c aSI

using values of •Gcalc and AScalc given in Table I.

II
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TABLE III - Comparison of Calculated and "Experimental" Frequency Factors

-l-
(MK ec-1 for the Self-Exchange of bis(n -Arene)Cr(t)/(O)

in DMSO at 22*C.

"Experimental" Frequency
Calculated Frequency Factors Factors

re.

Arena Ape (Eqn. 8) Ar (Eqn. 9) Aa (Eqn. ?a) A0 (Eqn. 7b)SArena ACale (En ) Cale b

12 25111 12 10
C6 H6  3.5 x 10 2.5 x 10 1.7 x 10 9.1 X 10

C6 H5 CH3  5.3 x 1012 3.1 x 10 2.4 x 1011 1.3 x 10

C6 HOCH3  5.9 x i01 2.5 x 10 1  2.8 X 1 2  6.5 x 10

111 11101
(- (C6 H5 ) 2  1.7 x 1013 4.7 x 10 4.5 x 1011 3.1 x 10

12 1 11
SC H CtOC H 9.1 X 10 3.3 x 101 4.9 x 1011 2.4 x 1010

6 62 11 10

C6 HC1 6.2 1012 3.0 x 1011 6.1 X 1011 4.2 x 1010.

6



TABLE IV Comparison of "Experimental" and Calculated Free Energies and Entropies
6of Activation for the Self-Exchange of bis(n -Arene)Cr(I)/(O) in DMSO

at 220C. K

Activation Free •nergies, Activation Entropies,
kcal'mol _AldeR-*mol-i

a b c d e f
Arene AGt G* AG * AS* AS* AS*

pe rc caic PC re caic

C6H6  6.4 5.0 6.1 -8.1 -4.4 -1.0

C H CH 7.0 5.2 5.2 -8.1 -3.1 -0.96 5 3

C6 H OCH3  6.6 4.7 6.2 -10.1 -4.9 -1.2

(C6H5) 2  6.5 4.4 4.4 -13.2 -7.1 -0.9

C6HsCOOC2 H5  6.0 4.0 4.3 -12.1 -7.0 -n.8

C H Ci 6.1 4.3 4.7 -10.6 -5.7 -0.86 5

Obtied from AG* a-RTln(ktAp )
pe calc

Obtained from AG*c -RTln(k/A )
rc calc

CSum of AG* and AGC (T); taken from Table I.dObtind from u St (A* - AH*e)/T; AHe taken from Table II.

pe pe pe pe
eobtained from AS*c = (AG* - AHr* )/T; AH* taken from Table II.

rrc rc rc
f Sum of AS* and AS*n(T); taken from Table I.
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Caption to Figure 1

Plot of logarithm of rate constant k for self exchange of Cr(C6H.CH)

in various solvents versus (1/1 - lID ),where D and D* are the optical and
op 8 OP

static dielectriic constants for each solvent.

1. C6 1 6 /CH3 011 (9/1 v/v);

2. benzonitrile;

S3. dimethylsulfoxide;

* 4. dimethyliormamide;

5. C6 H6 !CH3 OR (1/4 v/v);

6. prfopylene carbonate;

7. C6 H6 /CH3 Ot (1/7 v/v).

Values of k given in Table V; sources for D and D 8given in footnote h to

Table V.
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